A CA endorses take Cambridge elections

By Seth Racin
Professor of Linguistion Noam Chomsky assembled a group of secretaries and urged anti-war demonstrators to re-examine their motivations in a speech to a receptive audience of 250 at the First Unitarian Church, Cambridge, Wednesday night.

"Why is America anti-communist?... Why is America anti-liberal?... Why is America anti-fascist?... Why is America anti-Greek? What is the principle that causes these decisions?" Chomsky asked by explaining that American foreign policy is primarily based on economic interests and that "politicians often get caught up in their own fantasies, such as the desire to nuke communism as a mono-lithic dragon, and treat the Soviet Union, North Vietnam, and mainland China as one.

Chomsky discussed the insight into the mentality of policymakers whom the papers reveal, "It's a picture of deceit. There was a callous and crude calculation based on the assumption that the victims of this country are nowhere near as badly off as we say they are." Chomsky admitted America's justification for the war was "so bad that it is saving Vietnam from the clutches of Red China.

Chomsky considered the issue involved in the release of The Pentagon Papers its contents, and American objectives in Indo-China. "What is America anti-communistic?... Why is America anti-liberal?... Why is America anti-fascist?... Why is America anti-Greek? What is the principle that causes these decisions?" Chomsky asked by explaining that American foreign policy is primarily based on economic interests and that "politicians often get caught up in their own fantasies, such as the desire to nuke communism as a mono-lithic dragon, and treat the Soviet Union, North Vietnam, and mainland China as one.

Chomsky discussed the insight into the mentality of policymakers whom the papers reveal, "It's a picture of deceit. There was a callous and crude calculation based on the assumption that the victims of this country are nowhere near as badly off as we say they are." Chomsky admitted America's justification for the war was "so bad that it is saving Vietnam from the clutches of Red China.

MIT budget cuts upcoming

By Paul Schinder
In a series of related moves last week, the Wiener-Gray administration sought to defuse MIT's fiscal problems. On a total Institute budget of some $220 million, dollars, cuts totaling $4 million are being proposed. In actuality, according to Chancellor Paul Gray, the cuts are on an even smaller base, as Mit has not yet seen the Lincoln Labs, the Draper Labs, the French Ministry, which account for about $150 million of the total budget. "The labs are almost entirely concerned with [research sponsored]," said Gray, "and as such, bringing in enough money to pay their own direct costs. These areas are not subject to major cuts.""Chomsky: Papers bare a 'picture of deceit'..."

Cummings endorsed take Cambridge elections

By Alan Precup
If you walk over to Tutoring Plus at 183 Harvard Street in Cambridge some afternoon, one finds a young woman in a white lab coat, a black skirt, and a white shirt, her hair pulled back. She is talking to tutors, watching the piano, coloring, sawing and hammering in the workshop, or browsing through the literature of the school.

A CA endorsement of the mayor, the new Council's first order of business likely be

"It's not as disorganized as it looks here; Tutoring Plus seeks to integrate living and learning rather than to segregate them as most 'schools do.

D'Antona, are area parents. Last year the program was able to vet five tutor/tutee pairs. The tutors are expected to devote 3-5 hours per week to their students. While this time may be spent on strictly academic tutoring, it often takes other forms. Music, juggling, cooking, horseback riding, etc., may all be a part of the program. The tutors see the eclipse at Cape Cod, and candy-making in McCormack Hall's Country Kitchens are some of the activities that have occupied tutors and tutees.

Clearly, the child benefits from the experience. The tutor benefits in a different sort of way. Photos by Sheldon Lowenthal
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